Fibroblast growth factor inhibits epidermal growth factor-induced responses in rat astrocytes.
The signals which regulate the proliferation of astrocytes have relevance to normal developmental processes, transformational loss of growth control, and reactive gliosis present in many brain disease states. We have studied, in primary cultures of rat astrocytes, a sequential interaction of two growth factors, epidermal growth factor (EGF) and fibroblast growth factor (FGF), which may be relevant to the brain in these conditions. EGF is a strong mitogen and stimulator of 2 deoxyglucose (2 DG) transport with no effect on plating of cells, and FGF is a lesser mitogen and 2 DG uptake stimulator. However, when FGF is given to the cells as a pretreatment, FGF strongly inhibits the ability of EGF to stimulate both DNA synthesis and 2 DG uptake. The inhibition of EGF stimulation by FGF is across the EGF dose-response curve, present at high and low culture densities, and stable for at least 3 days. Specificity is indicated by lack of inhibition by PDGF pretreatment and much less inhibition of fetal calf serum-induced stimulations than EGF-induced stimulation. Cell counts confirmed that the FGF pretreatment also inhibits EGF stimulation of cell division. Because of FGF brain derivation and angiogenic and neurotropic functions, it may serve as a regulator of EGF-astrocyte interactions in processes such as development, gliomatous transformation, and neural regeneration.